For immediate release

Vobal Technologies provides integrated VoIP solution to
Global Marine Networks flagship product
Evanston, IL, November 8, 2011. Vobal Technologies today announced a newly formed strategic
partnership with Global Marine Networks (GMN) to integrate Vobal’s industry-leading Voice over IP
(VoIP) services with the GMN satellite network management system including the webXaccelerator
(WXA) satellite router.
Customers of the GMN wXa-503 with VOIP will be able to use Vobal-powered VoIP services over VSAT,
FleetBroadband standard IP connections, or switching between both. “Vobal’s highly-regarded VoIP
back-end provides an incredibly clear voice connection for a fraction of the bandwidth required by
standard VoIP solutions and expands the VoIP calling market to FleetBroadband connections,” stated
Luis Soltero, CTO of GMN.
Vobal Technologies leverages more than a dozen years of expertise in VoIP services to deliver a
patented high quality, low-cost VoIP Solution over mobile satellite systems. Vobal has designed its
leading-edge VoIP solution based upon extensive experience in many of the world’s most technically
challenging operating environments. Vobal’s highly efficient network provides excellent calling clarity
for a total overhead of less than 6kbps per call, on average, providing up to 25 minutes of talk time using
only a single megabyte of data. Vobal Founder/CEO John Nix said: “Vobal’s entire solution was designed
from the ground up to optimize usage of the most precious data commodity out in the middle of the
ocean: bandwidth.”
“GMN has a rapidly growing customer base and an excellent reputation as the leaders in advancing
satellite data services. By adding Vobal’s VoIP services to the wXa product line, GMN provides its
customers with the ability to significantly enhance crew welfare while still maintaining a reasonable cost
basis for the vessel operator,” added Vobal VP of Sales, Walter Kane.
About Vobal Technologies, LLC
Vobal Technologies’ VoIP technology has enabled dozens of leading wireless carriers, broadband service
providers, and satellite communications companies to offer powerful, differentiated VoIP enabled
services while improving subscriber profitability. Vobal Technologies' team has built a reputation as a
global leader in the development and delivery of these low cost, high quality solutions.

For more information about Vobal contact Walter Kane, Tel: +1-847-350-9998 or visit www.vobal.com.
About Global Marine Networks, LLC
Global Marine Networks (GMN), the leaders in advancing satellite data speeds and services, helps Fixed
and Mobile Satellite Services providers and their customers by offering the industry’s fastest, most
reliable and easy-to-use E-mail, web, and other hardware and software services to maritime, oil and gas,
first responder and business continuity users. The company’s products include XGate high-speed
satellite email, WeatherNet weather and oceanographic data software, and vessel tracking systems.
Ship to shore network management solutions are sold by GMN under the RedPort Global and brand
names and as white-label solutions for the world’s premier satellite data service providers.

GMN has numerous awards and certifications for technical innovation and holds pending patents on its
products. For more information on how GMN is Making Airtime Count™ - whether ship to shore, or in
remote or emergency communications environments visit www.globalmarinenet.com.

